From that day you where born. That second you took your first breath. There was a written path for you to
walk. A path we all are supposed to walk that guide us through life. In some cases that path changes along
the way and things that where supposed to happen or be dont turn out the way the where supposed to.
That's when you reach the pen and start write your own path and future.
You are writing the future.
We all have those dark places and those happy moments. But something we learn sometimes to soon in
our life is that ita hard, sad and not always that sunny, happy colorful world we imagined. Because those
dark moments and the shades often takes over. And the story we write about rainbows and unicorns
becomes a depressed story about handling life and thoughts about quit living sooner than your path has it
goal.

Everybody lives it.
Everybody sees it.
Everybody feels it.
Some of us can handle it.
But
Some of us can't.
This is for those that lost their faith and beliefs.
Everybody write their own story. But together we can write the future.
You are never alone. Not even once. We are here for you.

We stated this band with a vision to make lost paths becomes
one path. A lighted road to the future where we walk together.
A path where everyone is welcome.
We have fought darkness for over 10 years now. We had reached
a point in our life where the sad moments and the dark places
became something that became our ordinary day.
We wanted to break free and prevent that from happening to
others.
Music is something that so many can relay, feel and breath thru.
We wrote lyrics about story's taken straight from our own lifes.
We wanted to tell you that we have been there on the dark side.
We have felt the pain, sorrow, sadness. There where so many
times that we wanted to give up on life, but dident. Because we
where supposed to fulfill a purpose.
We made people feel that they belong, that they where not
alone. We where there with them. We helped them thru. We
wiped away their tears. We lifted the up. We made them feel
again. All through our music.

Our messages and storys became viral and first then we could
reflect how dark our world really are. We reached out to all those
people that we had helped and together we started the journey to
write the future.
And now here we are explaining our feelings around the world and
how we treat it and how the world treat us. How people start war
just to become bigger and release more darkness. We want to stop
that. And we now that we can together. Togheter with you.
Our music is honest and we Will never back out from what we
believe in.
And we believe in a world where we all are united. You can't have
a future if there is no future.

And if we fight real hard.
If we fight together.
Maybe then...
Yeah maybe then we can write the future together. We are nothing without you. And we want you to feel
the same way against us. let us be your hope, joy happiness. Your warrior in shiny armor fighting only for
you in this war against the darkness that we all feel sometime in our life. When we lose your path. We
lead you to our path where we walk together.
You are never alone.
we are
WRITING THE FUTURE.
but together with you we are
WRITING THE FUTURE.

Writing The Future
Has done serval of big shows around the world and toured with
some of the biggest Swedish bands.
Since they started 2010 the road has been a roller coaster but
they have always had their eyes targeting their goal. Everything
they does is a bit och plan much bigger and soon they are at that
point where they have shown you all of their dreams.
Writing The Future started oﬀ in the beginning of 2010 by
Rickard Berg, the drummer and ex guitarist, Carlyle Fernandes
who found each other through a page called bandfinder.
Short after that Simon Savén Östebo joined the band.
They were quickly storting to pound show after show, sometimes
2 shows in one day.
They focused on playing their own material live as much as they
could before entering the studio, and that with great success.

In 2013 they released their first EP ”The Fifth Element” on Spotify
and other platforms worldwide and got great response.
With some member changes back and forth, Rasmus was joining
the band in 2014.
Rickard was emailing him because Måns (ex vocalist) were forced
to step down due to personal reasons.
The first single they wrote together was All For Nothing. That
where released early 2015. The band pushed forward in high speed
and released 2015 the ep Reasons. 5 songs including soldier that
where a statement that still follows the band.
They decided to write an album and started to write mean while
they recorded the song save me featured Annika Löhaj. The song
went very successfull. And they made a whole thing live around the
song.
They delivered a message about fighting togheter for a better world. And the audience really took in the
message and fought togheter with the band in the same battle.
The album that where named we suﬀer in silence where set to be released juni 2017 but where delayed
because of issues with the producer to november 2018. The band where not very happy with the sound
but thought that it was to much money and eﬀort behind the album to not be released at all. So they
decided to release it anyway.

The album didn't get as much cred as it could have if everything would be as the band wanted. But they
saw this as a bump in the road that they could easy drive over. They shifted and went on tour with Takida
and smash into pieces and that became a way for them to tie new contacts. They meet up with Philip
Strand and started to record a new Ep a world of disaster.
Rasmus where putted behind the steering wheel alone for the first time and apollo cane to life. That was
the first song written to the ep and a new sound that the band loved where a fact. This is writing the
future 2019. The message behind the ep was to bring up every single problem in only 5 songs that the
band thought where real ordinary day problems around the world. And a world of disaster had been a
statement for pain, war and everything else in between. The ep brought the band a contract with gain and
fifth island music that where signed early 2020 and the band saw a bright future. They where finaly
writing their own future with a labke beleiving in them. Then corona came and the band choosed to enter
the studio again and started to record their second album continuing their feelings about everything wrong
in the world about issues never being spooked about.
They released the first song jaded eyes about bullying and being abused by your own family and friends.
The second song As above so below has a darker meaning and a darker message and it will be released
early 2021 and hopefully the band will hit the road again in 2021 because they are more ready than ever.
Bringing new songs and a new show togheter with the fans they are ready to write the future.
The rest is historia reafuntombe written.

